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We Dig Safer and Better
So how do we replace all of those that would seem
irreplaceable? Deeply rooted in the “Deeny way” is
the notion that the best way to grow a business is
from within. At a recent leadership meeting I noted
that all but one present had worked their way up from
the bottom. All of the recently retired generation of
company leadership considered it their responsibility
A family business is technically defined as such by to help identify and groom their replacements. If that
its ownership. After nearly 30 years working for a sense of responsibility isn’t a textbook definition of
family business, to me, that is pretty far down the list family I don’t know what is!
of criteria that I would use to best describe what
Finally, although we have grown somewhat in recent
makes a business truly a family business.
years, it has been managed growth. Part of what
First on the list for me is a culture of caring. To have makes my job meaningful is having more than a
an effective safety plan, the needs of all employees passing knowledge of what is going on in the lives of
have to come first. There can be no cutting corners our employees. I truly am interested and care. Havwhen it comes to safety. Anything short of this is lip ing multiple family members from the owning family
service. Such a plan can only succeed if there is is normal and expected. We are no exception with
complete buy in from top to bottom. From day one myself and my son Patrick. What points to an even
this message is drilled into new employee’s heads. If deeper sense of family is that we have two sets of
it doesn’t take they don’t last. The only thing that siblings that also call our company home. In both
keeps me awake at night concerning my job is the cases, one brother felt strongly enough about workresponsibility we have to safely return our employees ing for us to bring another into the fold.
home to their families every night.
Even the “best” of families can’t completely escape
Turnover in business in general and the construction their ups and downs and moments of dysfunctionality
industry in particular, is something taken for granted. and ours is no exception to that. We aren’t perfect
Loyalty and commitment have been forgotten in to- and don’t claim to be. I think it is these imperfections
day’s world. When a work environment is created that make us who we are which is a place I am glad
that puts the employee’s needs above that of the so many great individuals have decided to call home!
company you create a place where people want to
come work, and in many cases stay for the rest of
their career. Over the past several years we have
almost completely turned over the management of
Save the Date
our company (yours truly being the exception). This
Deeny Construction
represents more than 150 years of collective service
to our company! I often use this as the best adverwill host its annual
tisement for working here.

By
Jon Deeny

I can say how wonderful we are but that doesn’t
mean nearly as much as being able to point to these
great individuals that all were united in their conscious choice to make a career of it with us.

Christmas Party on
December 9th, 2017
( Details to follow )
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We dig Safety !
By

Heike Maglio

Know What’s Below
Call 811 Before You Dig
What is 811?
811 is the phone number you call before digging to protect yourself and others from unintentionally hitting underground utility lines. There are millions of miles of buried utilities beneath
the surface of the earth that are vital to everyday living like water, electricity and natural gas.
811 is the federally designed call before you dig number that helps homeowners and professionals avoid damaging these vital utilities. When you make the FREE call to 811 a few days
before you dig, you’ll help prevent unintended consequences such as injury to you or your
family, damage to your property, utility service outages to the entire neighborhood and potential fines and repair costs.
Do I need to call 811?
YES! Any type of digging requires a call. Building a deck? Planting a tree? Installing a fence
or mailbox? 811 is the number you should call before you begin any project. Call 811 from
anywhere in the country a few days prior to digging and your call will be routed to your local
one call center. Tell the operator where you’re planning to dig. Your affected local utility companies will be notified about your intent to dig and will send locators to your dig site to mark the
approximate location of buried lines with flags or paint. REMEMBER: Always call 811 before
you start any digging project. You can help avoid injury, expense, embarrassment and a very
inconvenient day without critical services like electricity, internet or phone.
When can I begin my digging project?
Wait for the marks! Utilities will mark their buried lines on your dig site. Most locate crews will
arrive to mark your dig site with paint or flags within a few days and will make sure you know
where to avoid digging so you don’t hit buried utilities. Remember the depths of utility lines
may vary and there may be multiple utility lines in the same area. Be sure to check your state
laws for specific information.
What’s next?
Digging Safely. You called before digging, waited for your lines to be
marked and now it’s time to roll up your sleeves and get to work!
Make sure to always dig carefully around the marks, not on them.
Some utility lines may be buried at a shallow depth, and an unintended shovel thrust can bring you right back to square one—facing
potentially dangerous and/or costly consequences. Don’t forget that
erosion or root structure growth may shift the locations of your utility
lines, so remember to CALL AGAIN each time your are planning a digging job. Safe digging is no accident!
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TO FILL YOU IN
By Patrick Deeny
Seattle University Student Housing - Howard S Wright
Working for Howard S. Wright, Will and Crew have been manning our full earthwork / utility scope package just south of Madison St. This has involved excavating next to an existing historical
multi-story building. We will be assisting in some underpinning of
this building’s foundation to ensure its integrity. This project demonstrates another opportunity for us to show-case our ability to
offer a full site-work / utility package to customers.
Immediately to his south, Pat, Ben and Francisco have been performing the underground
conduit scope associated with this project. For this scope, we recently excavated for an 8’ x
14’ electrical vault that required extensive sequencing and planning to install safely and correctly. Once the large vault parts arrived onsite, Howard S. Wright’s safety team held a meeting with all parties to ensure that the offloading of the vault pieces into our excavation with the
crane went smoothly. These can be tense moments when very heavy concrete pieces are
floating through the air. Several individuals are assigned to direct its operation with hand signals while the rest of the team monitors patiently from the side. Prior to this, we had to use a
vactor truck to hydro-excavate through a courtyard area that contained a number of trees. Because of these tree roots, our normal trenching operation proceeded at a slower and more restrained pace to maintain the future health of the trees by protecting their roots.

King County Juvenile Detention Center - Howard S Wright
A little over 1000 feet south of Pat and Crew, the King County Juvenile Detention Center project has kept Rafael busy installing hundreds of feet of water line and storm drainage re-routes
to make way for the future building and parking lot footprint.
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To Fill You In (Continued from page 3)

Seattle Humane Society – Ferguson Construction
Chris, Josh and Dustin have returned to finish Phase I grading for paving so that the new building can be permitted for occupation by Humane Society. For this, we have been asked to help
out with a number of tasks to drive this completion schedule. Soon we will be moving into Phase
II of the project which will have us prepping for the construction of the upper parking lot of this
Bellevue project.

Arrive (formerly Potala Tower) - PCL Construction
Sometimes as underground utility contractors we are obligated to work during the night. Especially with
high rise towers like this, space is limited downtown and our operations typically require setting up in
valuable real estate for the contractor. Because of this, Sly, Bill and JoJo worked night shifts to install
three side sewers in a single trench approximately 17 feet deep in 4th Avenue. We also hooked up their
water lines. We will return later next year to demo the sidewalks and alley and coordinate having this work
restored.

2134 Western - Compass Construction
Chris , Josh and Dustin hooked up this project’s side sewers on Western
Avenue. During this dig, Dustin found a bottle from the late 1800’s that reads:
“Warner’s Safe Kidney & Liver Cure …. Rochester N.Y”. Good find! We will
return in the beginning of January 2018 to finish installing street light conduits
along Western Avenue.

Block 11 – Exxel Pacific
Working on Harrison Street, we have been performing a wide array of underground utility and
site work for Exxel Pacific. Pat’s crew began by completing communication conduit work from a
telephone pole through the building wall. After this was completed, they moved into removing
shoring piles between the building wall and sidewalk. While this was going on, Chris’s crew installed several storm drain side sewers. Once Sly’s crew finished at Potala Tower, he moved
into the sanitary side sewer on this project which proved to be challenging. While working, an
area in an adjacent planter began ‘sloughing’ into our ditch requiring us to reinforce our trench to
prevent cave-ins. Despite this setback, they were able to maintain this excavation, install their
side sewer, and backfill the trench. After this was complete, they moved into Seattle City Light
duct bank work – still on Harrison Street. They successfully installed one branch of duct bank
and are currently moving into the larger duct bank work. Great work!
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To Fill You In (Continued from page 4)

Nexus ~ CTI & Skanska
Sly, Bill & Jojo went the extra mile moving from night-work at Potala Tower into several tough
long nights at Skanska’s Nexus project in the Denny Triangle (on top of doing week day work at
Block 11). This work required excavating to expose an SPU water main in proximity to where the
project’s tower crane will be installed. We were on standby/support for this re-routing and upgrading of the 16” water main in the area.
Helping customers out who are in tough positions with required off hours work is part of being an
underground utility contractor in a large city. All praise to our field team (especially the month+
Sly, Bill and JoJo worked in 2017 to date) that steps up, stays safe and gets the job done after
the sun has set.

Armory Way Development (Total Wine & Michael’s) - K Contracting
BJ and John are currently helping to finish Phase II of the roadway extension and we will be
moving into the Michael’s project which will first consist of demolition of existing pavement and
building pad grading. We will be performing a similar site-work / utility package as the Total
Wine & More project next door.

The Construction History Society of America
This society is holding its annual meeting in Seattle at the
University of Washington July19-22. On July 20th at 5 PM a
panel, titled WE BUILT SEATTLE, will discuss their company’s contribution to the building of Seattle and share a few
photos. It will be held in Architecture Hall’s auditorium.
After the panel discussion there will be a social gathering
with refreshments in Gould Hall’s atrium which is just a
short walk west across 15th Ave NE.
This event is open to the public and Deeny Construction has
a packet of informational flyers if you are interested in attending!

Top Gun
for May/June
Howard S Wright
Top Gun” is our name for the customer who has
generated top volume for us in contract
work.

Time Loss Injury Stats
1,661 days since last time loss injury
(More than 4 years!)
Record: 2,700 days

with-
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Frozen Peach Old Fashioned
2c frozen peach slices, slightly thawed
1c Peach nectar
1c bourbon
1 cup peach sorbet, softened
1/2 to 1 tsp orange bitters
Pinch of kosher salt
1 to 3Tbsp superfine sugar
Garnishes: fresh mint sprigs, peach slices
Pulse first 4 ingredients in a blender 4 or 5 times or until
combined. Add bitters and salt. Process 30—45 seconds or until smooth. Stir in sugar.
Serve immediately.

Total Solar Eclipse - August 21, 2017
All of North America will be treated to a Total Eclipse of the Sun. Anyone within the path
of totality can see one of nature’s most awe-inspiring sights!

Shane Lyons
July 10th - 11 years
Jason Craig
Aug 5th - 4 years
Tyler Houle
Aug 8th - 1 year
Chris Ghioni
Aug 20th - 5 years

Will Wright
Aug 15th - 1 year

Francisco Cota
Aug 26th - 3 years

Otis Milam - July 6th
Tyler Houle - July 6th
Rafael Reyes - July 7th
Ben Ferguson - Aug 10th
Doyle Barrett - Aug 31st

